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             TIVERTON POLICE DEPARTMENT 
SUBJECT:   Saluting GENERAL ORDER NO.  220.30 
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SECTION: 200- Administration AMENDS/SUPERSEDES: 2-1 
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 REVISED DATE:  11/05/2014     

 Thomas Blakey, Chief of Police REVIEW DATE:   11/05/2017    
 

CALEA: 

RIPAC: 

 
NOTE:  This written directive is for the internal governance of the Tiverton Police Department, and is not intended and should 

not be interpreted to establish a higher standard of care in any civil or criminal action than would otherwise be applicable 

under existing law. 
 

INDEX WORDS: Saluting, flag 

 

I. POLICY: 

 

It is the policy of the Tiverton Police Department that sworn officers will display proper 

respect when on duty to ranking officers and to the flag of the United States of America. 

 

II. PURPOSE: 

 

The purpose of this policy is to establish the protocols to be observed by sworn officers 

of the department for saluting ranking officers and toward the national anthem and the 

flag of our nation. 

 

III. HAND SALUTES; WHEN RENDERED: 

 

            A. All officers in uniform are required to salute when they meet and recognize 

persons entitled (by rank, rank of Lieutenant or above) to a salute except when it 

is inappropriate or impractical (in public conveyances such as planes and buses, in 

public places such as inside theaters, or when driving a vehicle). A salute is also 

rendered: 
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1. When the United States National Anthem, "To the Color," "Hail to the 

Chief," or foreign national anthems are played; 

 

  2. To uncased National Color outdoors; 

 

  3. On ceremonial occasions such as funerals; 

 

  4. During the raising or lowering of the flag; 

 

  5. During the sounding of honors; 

 

  6. When pledging allegiance to the US flag outdoors. 

 

 B. Salutes are not required when: 

 

  1. Indoors, unless first reporting to a ranking officer; 

 

                        2. Saluting is obviously inappropriate. In any case not covered by specific 

instructions, render the salute; 

 

                        3. In general, officers don't salute when they are completing specific manual 

labor tasks (for example, under your vehicle doing maintenance), indoors 

(except when reporting), or when saluting is not practical (carrying articles 

with both hands, for example).  

 

             C.       All hand salutes will be rendered in accordance with United States Military 

standards. (See Attachments A & B) 

 

IV. ATTACHMENTS 

 

 A. Military Saluting Protocol 

 

 B. Saluting Examples 
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ATTACHMENT A 

 

Military Saluting Protocol 

 

1. The command to salute is present arms. 

 

2. The hand salute may be executed while marching, although most of the time officers will 

execute a salute at the position of attention.  

 

3. When wearing headgear with a visor, with or without glasses, on the command of 

execution which is arms, raise the right hand sharply, fingers and thumbs extended and 

joined, palm facing down, and place the tip of the right forefinger on the rim of the visor 

slightly to the right of the eye. The outer edge of the hand is barely slanted downward.  

 

4. The hand is correct when neither the back of the hand nor the palm is clearly visible from 

the front. The hand and wrist are straight, the elbow inclined slightly forward, and the 

upper arm should be horizontal.  

 

5. When wearing headgear without a visor and not wearing glasses, execute the hand salute 

in the same manner as above, except touch the tip of the right forefinger to the forehead 

near and slightly to the right of the right eyebrow.  

 

6. When wearing headgear without a visor and wearing glasses, execute the hand salute in 

the same manner as above except touch the tip of the right forefinger to that point on the 

glasses where the temple piece of the frame meets the right edge of the right brow.  

 

7. The command for an officer to release the salute back to the position of attention is order 

arms. On the command of execution arms, return the hand sharply to the side resuming 

the position of attention.  
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ATTACHMENT B 

 

 


